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The Perfect Projector for any Space
Expanding Our Team
CONCEPTS AV Integration recently
welcomed Jason Muehlhausen to
our team of AV professionals.
Jason joins our team as a sales
representative with over 13 years of
experience in AV sales. He will be
operating out of Lincoln, NE and has
already made an impact in the area
with quality AV solutions.
CONCEPTS welcomes the growth of
our team with the added expertise
of Jason. We are confident that our
new addition will help us improve
service to our clients and enable us
to take on more business in the
future.

CONCEPTS
Accomplishments
We are proud to announce that
system programmer Horton Simons
and senior installation technician Eric
Porter have completed the Extron A/V
Associates Certification program. The
ongoing training and education of the
CONCEPTS’ team is one of our highest
priorities and ensures the best
possible service for our clients.
Congratulations Horton and Eric!

Sanyo PDG DWL2500

Create a big impact no matter how limited the space with an ultra-short
throw multimedia projector. Sanyo’s PDG DWL2500 ultra-short throw
projector gives an 80 inch image from only 3 inches away making it the
perfect solution for almost any size room.
It can be placed on a tabletop or mounted to a wall or ceiling making it
ideal for presentations and lectures in an educational or professional
setting. The short throw distance allows the projector to be positioned
behind the presenter for more polished and effective message delivery
while minimizing distortion and focus issues.

Enhancing VTC with Peripherals
VTC is a great way to save businesses time and money while maintaining
and improving the impact of the presentation with peripherals. Since
CONCEPTS has a full service rental department on site our VTC facilities
enable clients to incorporate everything from digital presenters and
recorders to flip charts and white boards.
Peripherals enable clients to share printed documents, create accurate
digital records, show PowerPoint presentations and improve overall
communication. If you are interested in learning how peripherals can
enhance your VTC experience our associates
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